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Chairman Geart Benedictus (at the right) offered Reinoud van Gent a bronze bull

A thunderous applause heralded the
official farewell of Reinoud van Gent
as director of Veepro Holland on
January 23rd. For health reasons, he
had to resign his post after four years.
His successor is Erik Gostelie.
Chairman Geart Benedictus of Veepro
Holland characterized the departing
director as a ‘mover and shaker’, who
did his utmost to achieve the very
best for Dutch cattle breeding. “He
was very strong in this respect.” A
real ‘cow man’, who got along well
with everybody, both socially and
in a team. “In the past four years he
has managed to place Veepro Holland
clearly on the map,” the chairman
complimented him. By way of thanks,
he offered him a work of art: a bronze

bull. Reinoud van Gent emphasized
the pleasant relationships he has
developed at many levels in many
countries. He expressed his confidence
in a good future for Veepro Holland.
Erik Gostelie (58 years old) is a
veterinarian, just like his predecessor.
In addition, he had also obtained
a degree in business economics.
For sixteen years he has worked
as a vet in a veterinary practice
at Zaltbommel. Furthermore, he
introduced veterinary economic
consultation at dairy farms. Later on
he worked for the Product Boards for
Livestock, Meat and Eggs (PVE). In the
past Erik Gostelie already has given a
number of presentations on behalf of
Veepro Holland.
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Netherlands and China start
research and know-how center
The Netherlands and China join forces
to improve the Chinese dairy farming
and dairy processing industry.
The China Agricultural University,
Wageningen University and Research
Center as well as dairy cooperative
FrieslandCampina have signed an
agreement to found a new research
and know-how center in China, the
Sino-Dutch Dairy Development Center

(SDDDC). The agreement was signed
in the presence of the Dutch prime
minister, Mark Rutte.
The center will focus on improving
the productivity, safety, and quality
level of the logistic dairy food chain in
China. In that area, the Netherlands
has been known to be leading for
many years.
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Around the world

Column

Topspeed Kodak: Top sire with
most inseminations

Alex Arkink

Alex Arkink

Fascinating

Cricket daughter Rita 670

Kodak daughter Gert 21

At more than 38,000 inseminations,
Topspeed Kodak was the most used
bull in the Netherlands in the period
of September 2012 to September 2013.
The red & white star left behind the
black & white O Man son Cricket. In
the black & white category and at
over 33,000 inseminations, Cricket
took over the lead from another
O Man son, Impuls.

In his best days Impuls had
more than 62,000 inseminations,
which made him stand out from
the rest. Presently there is no
such dominance of one bull.
Dairymen are selecting bulls for
a number of traits they want to
improve in their herd. And there
is plenty of choice for everyone.
In the black & white list Big
Winner (by Win 395) is the top
newcomer at more than 30,000
inseminations, and in the red &
white category this is Camion at
more than 18,000 inseminations.

Top 10 black & white

number of inseminations
1. Cricket
33,377
2. Impuls
32,828
3. Big Winner
30,296
4. Improver
26,638
5. Persuader
27,449
6. Atlantic
23,897
7. Pilot
20,368
8. G-Force
18,279
9. Danillo
17,948
10. Stellando
17,538

Top 5 red & white

1. Kodak
2. Fidelity
3. Camion
4. Talentino
5. Kian

number of inseminations
38,375
33,074
18,378
16,274
13,278

Outstanding Gofast at HHH Show
Reiertjeshoeve Geertje 407 (by
Talent) with the red & whites, and
Wilhelmina 358 (by Juror) with the
black & whites, became Champions
of the Holland Holstein Herds
Show that was held in Zwolle, last

Els Korsten

Daughtergroup Gofast

December. After the All-Holland Dairy
Show, the HHH Show is the most
prominent and best visited show in
the Netherlands.
At the show, Jan and Pauline
Nieuwenhuizen from Zevenhoven
were nominated ‘Breeders of the
Year’. Their herd has produced a
series of successful bulls, including
Gofast and Banker most recently.
At the HHH Show an outstanding
progeny group of Gofast (Goldwyn x
O Man) was on display. The eight twoyear-olds had beautiful udders (very
shallow, tightly and highly attached),
nice clean legs and outstanding rump
structure. It is not without reason
that Gofast has a super rating of 116
for type.

Dutch breeding cattle are allowed into
Russia again. China is interested in
Dutch genetics, dairy farming and dairy
products. Heifers are transported by plane
to Iraq. India is visiting. Serbia is using
Dutch know-how to make steps ahead in
dairy farming. These are just a couple of
examples to illustrate how fascinating the
international world of Veepro Holland is.
As its new director, since the beginning of
this year, I have the privilege of being at the
centre of this organization, which supports
the marketing of Dutch cattle and embryos
abroad with the proper information about
our outstanding dairy cattle.
I am taking the place of Reinoud van
Gent, who unfortunately had to resign
from this function due to health reasons.
Unfortunately, because he was perfect
for this job. In over four years and with
his tremendous know-how, charm and
drive, he has promoted respect for Dutch
cattle breeding, which earned him a good
reputation.
It will not be easy to succeed him, let alone
emulate him. I have known Veepro Holland
for quite some time and have carried out a
number of activities for this organization.
Last year in Serbia, for instance, where I
held a presentation about hoof care and
a training session in hoof trimming. It
was great to do, amidst those enthusiastic
dairymen. We help them with our know-how
and expertise.
Just like my predecessor, I am a veterinarian,
but also a business economist and I have
many years of experience working with
dairy cattle. A veterinarian combines three
important disciplines: knowledge of people,
of animals, and of organizations. These three
disciplines are right for, or better yet, are
indispensable for Veepro Holland. Which
is all about people, breeding stock, and
organizations. An ideal place to work.
In addition, I am fortunate to work with
and for the Dutch breeding product for
which there is lots of interest worldwide.
The Netherlands is an open country, that
shares its know-how. I will be happy to make
a contribution, in order to foster the dairy
industry’s progress and ultimately make it
possible for everyone to supply high-quality
dairy products anywhere in the world.
Erik Gostelie, Director Veepro Holland
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Leading article

Expansion for q

All of Europe is preparing for the end of the milk quota era in 2015. Dutch dairymen are

expanding their herds considerably and are adjusting their breeding policies. They are using
the proceeds from the high milk prices for the expansion or new-building of their barns.
Farms are expanding at a fast clip to an average of 100 dairy cows in a few years.

After 1st April 2015,

dairymen in the European
Union can produce as much
milk as they wish. On that
date, the restriction on
milk production via a quota
system, that was implemented
in 1984, will be lifted. In
anticipation of this change,
many Dutch dairymen are
investing in expansion. This
is noticeable in heifer exports.
Dairymen are now holding on
to young stock for their own
expansion program, which
they would otherwise have

sold for export. This makes
the offering of export heifers
more limited. This expansion
is also resulting in a different
approach to bull selection.
The use of sexed semen in
order to obtain more heifer
calves is an example. And
also, in larger herds, dairymen
especially want cows that
don’t require a lot of attention
(see article about antibiotics
on the next pages).
Within the European Union
the Dutch dairy farms are
not amongst the biggest.

In countries like the Czech
Republic, Great Britain and
Denmark, the average herd
size is considerably bigger. In
2013 the Dutch dairy farmer
had on average 83 dairy cows
that produced over 660,000kg
milk. This average is moving
up quickly. In 2000, it was at
51 dairy cows. Within a few
years that average will be 100
cows, twice as high.

Farms with 250 cows

A new phenomenon has
occurred too: large herds

with 250 cows or more come
into being, which is large by
Dutch standards. These are
operations that work with
employees or with milking
robots. That is a breach
with the past, when the
Netherlands only had family
farms with the farming
family providing all the labor.
Five years ago a size of 250
cows or more was a rarity. In
the past year this number has
increased to 275 herds.
The prognosis is that there
will be about 700 such

Five years ago a size of 250 cows or more was a rarity. Now more than 275 farms have more than 250 dairy cows
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r quota-free era
operations by 2016. There
now are already herds with
more than 1,000 cows. About
such super-large herds a
public debate ensued in the
Netherlands. The general
public finds them too big. In
the media the term megabarn is used in this context.
It is a term with a negative
connotation.

Grazing

This expansion phase is
accompanied by another
development that is attracting
public debate: outdoor
grazing. The number of
herds that keeps their cows
inside the barn all summer
and winter is increasing
quickly. A third of the dairy
cow population stays inside
all year. Especially the
larger operations adopt this

strategy. It makes it easier to
manage the farm, while it is
also beneficial for the milk
production: 600kg milk per
cow extra. And it is better for
the environment, because the
emission of CO2 and ammonia
is being limited. Keeping cows
inside all year also has to do
with another development:
the use of the milking robot.
Nowhere in the world are
more farms milking cows
automatically than in the
Netherlands. There are now
more than 3,000 robot farms.
One out of every two dairy
farmers remodeling their
barn chooses for automatic
milking: about 60 to 70 cows
per robot. For this reason it is
more convenient to keep cows
in the barn.
The general public prefers
to see cows in the pasture
however. Dairy processors
that want to promote the
natural image of milk
production, try to stimulate
outdoor grazing by paying
a small premium (about
1 cent extra) on the milk
price. FrieslandCampina,
handling three-quarters of all
Dutch milk, is one of these
processors.

20 percent more milk

Especially young
entrepreneurs are expanding
their herds along with the
farmers who have successors.
The remaining farmers will
stop farming over time. The
Netherlands still has 18,000
dairy farms. The projection
is that this number will drop
to about 9,000 to 10,000 by
2020. At this time they will
produce about 14.5 billion kg
of milk per year. This is about
20% more than nowadays.
The quota the Netherlands
is allowed to fill right now
amounts to 11.8 billion kg.

On the way to 100 cows
Herd expansion is fast moving in the Netherlands. The
number of farms is quickly decreasing, from almost 30,000
in the year 2000 to 18,000 nowadays. The survivors are
expanding considerably. In 2000, 6 percent of the herds had
100 cows or more, in 2012 this was 25 percent. This trend
will continue strongly because dairy farmers are on their
way to an average of 100 cows.
Table 1 • Number of cows per classes

breakdown by classes
1-30
30 – 70
70 – 100
100 – 150
more than 150
total

2000
6,854
16,231
4,549
1,508
324
29,466

The growth forecast is on
the conservative side when
compared to Ireland, for
instance, which foresees a
significant increase of 50
percent.
The environment will be
the limiting factor. The
Netherlands has strict
manure regulations in place.
Per hectare a dairy farmer
is not allowed to apply
more than a set amount of
phosphates and nitrogen
derived from animal manure
and fertilizer. On grassland
between 85 and 100kg of
phosphate and 250 to 310kg
of nitrogen, depending on the
soil type, could be applied
in 2013. These numbers will
go down from year to year.
Farmers have to pay 15 to
20 euro per ton to dispose
of any excess manure to
crop farmers or to manure
processing plants, that use
it to make export-worthy
fertilizer products. European
regulations prohibit the
export of raw manure.

2012
1,945
6,963
5,072
3,416
1,286
18,682

Politics

Due to the risks for the
environment, a political
discussion raged to limit
the growth of the cattle
population, and with that
the manure production, by
implementing animal rights.
The current cattle population
of 1.4 million dairy cows
would not be allowed to grow
anymore. Only the increase
of production per cow could
have increased the total
Dutch milk pool, but the gains
would have been limited
because Dutch dairymen are
focused on higher percentages
and not on milk volume.
These animal rights will not
be introduced however. They
will now function as a threat
in case the farmers don’t
appropriately process excess
manure. The entrepreneurs
will make sure they do
because they are anxious
to meet the challenges of a
future which allows them to
produce unlimited amounts
of milk. l
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2005
4,031
11,603
5,238
2,114
541
23,527
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Background
Dryoff absorbs about
50 percent of all
antibiotics used in
Dutch dairy farming

Breeding helps
reduce antibiotics use

The Netherlands is booking remarkable results with the reduction of

antibiotics use. Together with their veterinarians, dairymen have reduced
their antibiotics use by more than half in two years time. Herewith they
easily meet the strict criteria set by the authorities. Breeding can help
reduce the use of antibiotics even further.

E

ven though the results are
impressive, the authorities as
well as the dairy farmers and
veterinarians want to reduce
antibiotics use much further,
by as much as 75 percent or
even more. That’s no easy feat.
Focused breeding for health
can make a big contribution.
René van der Linde, senior
researcher innovation
at breeding organization
CRV, gives the example of
using bulls that are scoring
favorably for udder health

6
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(cell count). Every point over
100 equals 0.75% less mastitis.
A high-ranking bull like Het
Broek Silky (Mascol x Jocko)
has a breeding value of 111 for
udder health. By using Silky,
a dairy farmer can instantly
lower the mastitis incidence in
his daughters by more than 8
percent.

About 50 percent

Curing mastitis takes a lot
of antibiotics. After dryoff, which absorbs about

50 percent of all antibiotics
used in Dutch dairy farming,
mastitis is in second place
with about 25 percent. The
remaining 25 percent is used
for all kinds of disorders such
as inflamed hocks, interdigital inflammation and
uterine problems, as well
as diarrhea, lung and navel
infections among young stock.
According to René van der
Linde, reducing antibiotics
use is further supported by
a trend that is discernible in

dairy farming worldwide:
expansion. In these large
herds, dairymen want troublefree and efficient cows which
do not require a lot of looking
after. These are cows that
produce well, have high
longevity and are healthy.
Breeding organizations are
aiming for bulls that can
sire these kinds of cows.
This automatically leads to
reduced antibiotics use, simply
because the vet doesn’t need
to administer medicine to a
healthy cow as often.

Expansion

Breeding organization CRV
zeroes in on this trend by
offering proven sires under
the labels ‘Better Life Health’
and ‘Better Life Efficiency’.
Better Life Health stands for
bulls that transmit much
better than average for a
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Calendar girls
combination of health traits. “If we give
one of our bulls a designation of 5%
Better Life Health, this means that the
daughters have 2.5% less health issues
or are improvers for udder and hoof
health, calving ease, fertility, and calf
vitality,” René van der Linde explains.
In the future he sees opportunities for
ensuring improved health via breeding
during the transition period. For this
purpose it is first of all important to
collect health data per cow or bull
throughout the transition period. The
next step could be a Transition Health
Index, but this is something for the
future.

Less dry-off medication

Given the large share of antibiotics used
as dry-off medication, there is a good
chance of reducing its use considerably
in the near future. Dairy farmers often
dry off their cows themselves, after the
vet has supplied the medication. Not so
long ago it was standard practice in the
Netherlands at almost all dairy farms to
dry off all cows and two-year-olds with
antibiotics in order to prevent mastitis.
This will change. Since the beginning
of this year the veterinarians have a
directive that they are not allowed to
supply antibiotics for dry-off if the
cell count for two-year-olds is below
150,000 cells and below 50,000 for older
cows. There are even dairymen who
are taking it one step further by not
using antibiotics at even higher levels,
or by using alternative therapies such
as herbs.

Two victory points

This all fits in the current approach to
considerably reduce antibiotics use. The

cattle industry and the veterinarians
have joined forces in order to meet the
government’s requirements. The first
main goal – a reduction by 50 percent –
has already been achieved comfortably.
A second victory point is that advanced
antibiotics (3rd and 4th generation) are
no longer used in the dairy industry.
And in the case of 2nd generation
antibiotics – broad-spectrum antibiotics
– a substantial reduction has been
achieved as well.
It is all the result of the structured
approach in which the veterinarian
plays a key role. The veterinarian is
certified by his organization KNMvD;
only he or she is allowed to prescribe
and administer antibiotics, or grant
permission to do so. In the meantime,
veterinarians have concluded farm
health plans with all dairy farmers, and
these have already been implemented.
This should result in a drastic reduction
in the amount of antibiotics used.
This use is expressed in an animalday-dosage per cow (the number of
milligrams of active antibiotics per
kg cow per year). Three years ago this
dosage rate in most herds still was
above 8. Currently the value is 2.9 on
average. Herds scoring higher than 3
will receive a stricter supervision.
An important part of the approach
is avoiding the preventative use of
antibiotics, a large-scale practice in
the past, in particular in the hog and
poultry industries. The choice now lies
with the curative application, which
means antibiotics should only be used
if there is truly something amiss. The
golden rule here, too, is of course: Try
and keep your cattle as healthy as
possible. l

Concerns about resistance
Antibiotics are a miracle cure against infections, but there is one important
disadvantage: resistance. Pathogenic bacteria develop resistance, thus causing
the ineffectiveness of one particular type or of complete series of antibiotics.
Human health care is very wary of this development. The (hospital) bacteria
MRSA and the ESBL-forming intestinal bacteria, which cause infections,
are examples of bacteria against which there are hardly any or no effective
antibiotics at all available anymore.
The antibiotics used for animals are comparable to those used in human
health care. The motto is to reduce the use in animal husbandry as much as
possible, in order to give bacteria fewer opportunities to acquire resistance.
And place a complete ban in animal husbandry on the use of very vulnerable
antibiotics (the generation 3 and 4 types), which will ensure their availability
for use in human health care.

Texel Beauty
Pronto
Owner: A. LanghoutMae (s. Pronto Mae)
- Photo: H. Hopman

There are many beautiful cows in the
Netherlands. Every year Veepro Holland
publishes a special calendar with a
different ‘Calender Girl’for every month
of the year. In each issue the editor
introduces the most beautiful photos.
This time two calendar girls in one
photo: Apina Massia 210 and the black &
white Apina Nadja 3. They grace the May
calendar.

Apina Massia 210 and Apina Nadja 3

The sires of Apina Massia 210 and
Apina Nadja 3 are sires of sons and
examples of modern-day breeding.
The red & white Apina Massia 210 is
a daughter of Fasna Asterix, who is a
polled transmitter. He is heterozygous
polled, which means he sires 50% polled
calves. It is relatively easy to breed
for polled as the trait is dominant.
The black & white two-year-old Apina
Nadja 3 is a daughter of the former skyhigh genomic bull Newhouse Gofast.
Both Asterix and Gofast are in the bull
ranking now with high breeding values,
and already have reliable indexes based
on daughter information.
Theo Bleser from Epen is the proud
owner of the phenomenal brood cow
Apina Nadja, classified with VG-85.
Her dam also produced the DNA-tested
CRV bulls Apina Hero (304 NVI), Apina
Health (271), and Apina Nordic (287).
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Interview

NRM shows
trouble free cow

Ample attention for the trouble-free and efficient

cow. This is what the All-Holland Dairy Show
(NRM), to be held in Zwolle on June 27 and 28, will
be all about, is the prediction of chief classifier
Arie Hamoen. The show will demonstrate the
evolution of Dutch cattle breeding.

T

he NRM and Arie Hamoen
belong together. Each time
he can be found in the ring
heading the cattle committee.
He simply loves dairy cattle.
“You have to be mad about
cows if you want to do this
kind of work. A show like this
is absolutely great.”
What kind of progress in
breeding will this 14th edition
of the All-Holland Dairy Show
exhibit and what will the judges
look for in particular?
“Nothing revolutionary.
Breeding is evolution, not
revolution. Our breeding goal
aims at healthy cows that
produce milk efficiently and
are long lasting. They must
be able to grow old without
problems. This is reflected in a
cow that is just a tad less dairy
and somewhat more robust.
A bit more muscularity will
no longer be penalized. There
will be a lot of attention for
good locomotion. The same
goes emphatically also for
udder ligament. It should not
be so that teat placement is

8
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too narrow, which applies in
particular to the rear teats.
The judges will certainly
evaluate this aspect.”
The judges will also get
something special to judge, a
class of 100,000kg cows.
”By showing the 100-ton
production cows, we place
extra emphasis on lifetime
production. About 15 black
& white and 10 red & white
100,000kg cows will enter
the ring, and they will also be
judged on type. Conformation
plays an essential role for cows
that need to produce lots of
milk trouble-free. These cows
should have workable stature,
good rump angle, good legs,
a good udder and a workable
temperament. All of these
functional traits belong to a
trouble-free cow.”
In what way has the Dutch dairy
cow changed since the start of
the All-Holland Dairy Show in
1988?
“The cows are more dairy and
quality-wise the udders and

legs have clearly improved.
The udders are evidently
more shallow and have
higher attachments, and teat
placement is much better. In
other words, for the functional
traits we have made lots of
progress. Lifetime production
has increased tremendously:
the cows produce much more
milk and they stay longer in
the herd.”
To a show like this sticks the
image that only show cows are
on display, not production cows.
“That image does not reflect
the reality. Cows that are
exhibited here have to produce
above the national average for
kilograms of fat and protein,
and they have to be free of
IBR. And only bulls with a
positive NVI breeding value
can have progeny groups on
display.”
“Of course at the show the
participating cows are judged
for type, but they also must
make a positive contribution
on the production side.”
How is the show in the
Netherlands different from
shows abroad?
“The tremendous number
of entries to exhibit cows in
the individual show. Dairy
farms have to enter their
cows themselves. There are
more than 800 candidates,
while no more than 200
can be exhibited. The large
interest means we can give a
complete picture of the very
best of the overall Dutch
dairy population. We are
not only talking about the
animals of pure top breeders,
the offering is much wider.
This attracts lots of visitors:
13,000 spectators last time.
That is unique, because you
don’t see these large numbers
of spectators abroad. It is an

Arie Hamoen (62) is chief
classifier and manager of
Jan herd
the
Cees Vogelaar
book at breeding
Is there still room
organization
CRV. for
Since
impro
the
vement?n
start
of thewill
biennial
it be published
NRM, the
Whenit be lished
All-Holland
Dairy nShow,
will ithebe
published
has
been heading
Whenit the
be lished
cattle n
will it be publishe
committee
that amongst
others directs the judges and
the organization surrounding
the participating animals. This
year will be his 14th NRM.

indication that Dutch dairy
farmers are real enthusiasts.
And making the show special
is of course the number of
progeny groups: more than 20.
Nowhere in the world are there
this many progeny groups at
one national show.”
How can that be?
“It is the future these daughter
groups show. Often these are
groups by young bulls, some
with a genomic index only.
20 to 25 percent of the semen
currently being used comes
from genomic bulls. Dairy
farmers like to see with their
own eyes how a bull performs.
The human being is visually
inclined. However, you should
always keep in mind that
breeding values are a very
accurate indication of a bull’s
transmitting pattern.”
A lot of international visitors
attend the NRM. Can you explain
this big interest?
“Internationally we are an
important player in the field
of cattle breeding. Although
we are not leading for elite
type, we do belong to the
top for lifetime production,
percentages, and longevity.
Foreigners come this way to
see how we work on genetics
for healthy, trouble-free and
efficient cows, that fit in
the worldwide trend of herd
expansion. This requires
animals which don’t need much
attention and perform well.” l
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Red-and-white indexes

Polled in the top

Two Lawn Boy sons are attracting attention during the December
release of the red & white index ranking. Fasna Asterix, a polled

transmitter, moves up, while Lowlands Bolero is making a strong debut.

C

amion van de Peul (Fender
x Goldwyn) remains the
undisputed leader in the red
& white bull index ranking.
After making his debut
in August, he effortlessly
maintains his position in the
top at 262 NVI. He is proving
to be a genuine feet & legs
specialist. He improves his
feet & legs composite this
time by two points for a super
rating of 114, and makes
progress for protein as well:
+0.05% protein. For almost all
traits the Fender son does well
with nice numbers for udder
health (105), udder (107), hoof
health (107), calving ease (no
less than 108), and a longevity
score of +571 days. He needs
to be protected for milking
speed.
The number two of the
ranking, HJR Windstar
(Spencer x O Man), does
very well with plus points
for almost all traits. He
transmits good milk (+879kg)
with a small plus for protein

(+0.01%) and offers +566
days longevity, scores 106 for
udder health, and 103 for hoof
health, while he is a strong
feet & legs improver at 108.

Public debate

A remarkable bull in the upper
echelons is Fasna Asterix, who
is a polled transmitter thanks
to his sire Lawn Boy. In view
of the public debate about
dehorning in some countries
this is a clear plus. But sire
of sons Lawn Boy-Red has
many more qualities than just
the polled factor: lots of milk,
high longevity, strong health
traits, and an outstanding
udder composite (112). And
his son Asterix (mgs. Canvas)
inherited these qualities. This
results in a large amount of
milk (+790kg), high longevity
(+573 days), a score of 108 for
hoof health and top ratings
above all for type: no less
than 113 for udder and 105
for feet & legs. The 110 for
calving ease makes him an

Alex Arkink
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outstanding choice on virgin
heifers.
Newcomer Lowlands Bolero
also is a Lawn Boy-Red son,
but not a polled transmitter.
He makes his debut in the
top of the ranking thanks
to a plus of 1265kg for milk
production, high longevity
(+559 days), 104 for udder
health, 111 for udders, and
106 for feet & legs. His overall
type rating is 110. Semen
from Bolero (mgs. Stadel)
will become available in the
course of this year.

Fidelity and Kodak

Two top bulls, Delta Fidelity
and Topspeed Kodak, continue
to perform admirably. The
internationally, too, heavily
used Delta Fidelity (Kian x
Lightning) with more than
18,000 daughters already
combines a number of
prominent plus points: lots
of milk (+836kg), +0.21%
protein, +88kg fat and
protein, 107 for udder, and a
fabulous rating of 116 for feet
& legs. Fertility is an area that
requires attention.
Topspeed Kodak (Kevin x
Stadel), now with almost
1200 daughters, is a sublime
calving ease bull with a top
rating of 111. The calvings go
very smoothly. In addition, he
transmits a nice plus for milk
production (+711kg), plusses
for the percentages, a high
longevity score (+589 days),
plusses for udder health (104)
and hoof health (105), as well
as 108 points for udders, and
104 for legs. This makes him a
very complete bull who does
not sire very large offspring
(97), something a number of
dairymen prefer nowadays.

5BCMFt5IFUPQPGUIF%FDFNCFS
JOEFYFTPGBWBJMBCMFSFEXIJUFTJSFT
TBNQMFEJOUIF/FUIFSMBOET TPVSDF
(&4 %FDFNCFS 

Camion van de Peul
HJR Windstar
Delta Fidelity
Topspeed Kodak
Cherokee van de Peul
Fasna Asterix P
Heihoeve Arnold
Lowlands Redman
Stouwdamshof Akron
Talentino
Lowlands Klimmer

picture 1

5BCMFt5IFUPQBWBJMBCMF
SFEXIJUFTJSFTSBOLFEPO
LHNJML (&4 %FDFNCFS 

name
Lowlands Standard
Red Wing
Lowlands Redman
HJR Windstar
Delta Fidelity

sire kg milk+
Jasper
2046
Mr Burns
999
Fiction Rf
888
Spencer
879
Kian
836

5BCMF t5IFUPQBWBJMBCMF
SFEXIJUFTJSFTSBOLFEPOUPUBM
TDPSF (&4 %FDFNCFS 

name
Red Torpedo
Delta Fidelity
Lowlands Lambiek
Ju Stefan
Apina Curtis
Talentino

sire total score
Blitz
112
Kian
111
Talent
111
Canvas
111
Kian
111
Talent
111

5BCMFt5IFUPQBWBJMBCMF
SFEXIJUFTJSFTSBOLFEPO
MPOHFWJUZ (&4 %FDFNCFS

name
Heihoeve Arnold
Lowlands Klimmer
Topspeed Kodak
Fasna Asterix P
Camion van de Peul

sire
longevity
Lightning
621
Taco
606
Kevin
589
Lawn Boy
573
Fender
571

The sires listed in the tables are owned by
AI-organizations that participate in Veepro
Holland ( CRV/Holland Genetics, KI Kampen).
Sires whose semen is not available for export
are not listed.

Grassland bull Heihoeve
Arnold (Lightning x Farm
Rens) and Lowlands Redman
(Fiction x Topspeed Gogo) hold
their ground commendably.
Trailing closely and
continuing to do very well too
is Talentino (Talent x Kian). l
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Fender
262
Spencer
223
Kian
217
Kevin
203
Fender
199
Lawn Boy-Red 197
Lightning 195
Fiction Rf 191
Manitas
191
Talent
186
Taco
185
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Foreign farm visit

Top farmers Serbia
use sexed semen
With almost 8,000 kg milk per cow, Dragan and Sanja Tadic belong to

the elite producers in Serbia. Since five years they have been using Dutch
genetics. As the first in their country they are using sexed semen.

The Tadic farm is a family

dairy farm. Together with
his wife Sanja Bugarski-Tadic
and two sons (10 and 16
years old), Dragan is running
the business. The owners
have a higher education in
economy and management.
This knowledge is helpful in
the daily management of the
farm as well as in the parttime job the dairy farmer has:
He is working for GEA Farm
Technologies Serbia. Three
hired workers assist with
overall farm management.
The dairy farmer has 70
milking cows (mostly Holstein
Friesians and a few crossbreeds of HF and Fleckvieh).
By Serbian standards that is
big. Only one percent of the
dairy farms has more than 50
dairy cows.

The average annual milk
production of the Tadic farm
is around 550-600,000kg.
The quality of the milk is
very good (meeting EU milk
production standards): 3.98%
fat, 3.37% protein and 201,000
somatic cells.

About 8,000kg per cow

At about 8,000kg per cow, the
production is much higher
than the average in Serbia:
3,100kg with significant
discrepancies among regions
and farms depending on breed,
fodder and local conditions.
Over the last five years Dragan
and Sanja have used only
Dutch genetics. The herd
mainly consists of daughters
of Paramount, Olympic,
Canvas, Grandprix, Fiction
and Impuls. Tadic Farm is the

Long-term strategy
The biggest problem facing the
dairy industry in Serbia is the
lack of a political long-term
strategy. Subsidy models have
been changing on an annual
level. Under such conditions
it is extremely difficult to
plan on-farm investments,
the payback period and the
dairy production. The current
administration is working
on a stable long-term plan
for the financing of the dairy
sector. Farmers will be able
to increase their yields,
rationalize their production
and decrease the level of fixed
expenditures.
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first farm in Serbia that has
imported and has started to
use gender-selected semen. All
heifers are inseminated with
SiryX semen. The average
number of doses per cow is
2.5 and the period between
two calvings is 430 days.
Feed is based on a monoration composed of alfalfa
hay, ryegrass haylage, sugar
beet pulp and concentrates.
They cultivate 100ha of land,
of which 50ha is used for
ryegrass and alfalfa, and the
rest for maize and sugar beet.
The equipment and machinery
are their own, and they
make the fodder themselves.
These management
decisions ensured they were
economically viable and could
survive in turbulent times
with changing state subsidy

Sanja Bugarski-Tadic and her
youngest son. She manages the
new Association of Dairy Farmers.
The newborn calves are all females
thanks to the use of sexed semen

policies and milk prices. Since
2009, the milk price did vary
between 22 and 35 eurocents
and state subsidy varied
between 1 and 6 eurocents.
“Let’s hope that the new law
concerning the allocation
of subsidies will bring a
stabilization of agro policies
in this production segment,
and will help us focus on
the expansion of our herd,”
Dragan Tadic says.

Trainings

The durability of the herd is
enhanced by the low number
of diseases, like hoof problems
or udder diseases (not more
than 3-6% on a monthly basis).

Erik Gostelie (right), the new director of Veepro Holland, provided
courses in hoof management

In 2002, the total milk
production in Serbia amounted
to 1.5 million tons. Since then,
the quantities have decreased
constantly. In the period from
2002 to 2012, the number of
dairy cows decreased by 1/3.
Milk production per cow went
up by 20% though, partly
compensating for the loss.
At 3,100 g the average milk
production is low. Cows
registered in the herd book
(28 % of the total number)
produce between 4,700 and
7,700kg. The most productive
region is Vojvodina in the
north.
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Serbia

Spotlight on

The farmer benefits from
experience which he gained
during various trainings
about farm management and
stall hygiene. Dragan Tadic is
convinced that these trainings
have been crucial to keep
the development of diseases
under control without
their milk production being
affected. Another important
management tool to keep
hypocalcaemia and ketosis at
bay is a well thought-out feed
program. Dragan and Sanja
Tadic took part in projects
and trainings organized by the
Embassy of the Kingdom of
the Netherlands. The Friesian
Dairy Consultancy set up a
project with respect to the
founding of a dairy producers
association, while Veepro
Holland provided training
sessions on the subject of hoof
and nutrition management,
udder hygiene, etc. “All of
these helped us to better
manage our farm,” according
to Dragan Tadic. In the
meantime the ‘Central Dairy
Producers Association’ has
been established, managed by
Sanja Bugarski-Tadic.

Improvement

It all shows that there is
always room for improvement
and further rationalization
of production costs on their
farm. Sanja and Dragan are
convinced that they have
chosen the right way to
further develop their family
business. Only a constant
improvement of farm
management, good selection
measures and good genetics
will enable them to be
competitive on a market that
is facing increased competition
from the EU. l
Text: Mila Mirkovic

Alex Arkink

Aurora Jeroen

Southland Belle (s. Jeroen), 2.02 in 170 days 4,810kg milk,
3.99% fat, 3.47% protein

It happens time and again
in the cattle breeding
world. New stars arise.
But even so, often they
originate from the same
influential cow families
known before for
generating such significant
breed improvers. It is all in
the family. In the present
turbulent breeding world
dominated by the search
for the highest genomics,
it are in the end the old
established cow families
which are the source of the
new breeding stars.
This is exactly what
happened with the last
computer results in the
Netherlands.
Three sons of Bertil all
from well known cow
families reached the top

of the rankings. Bertil is
a solid breed improver.
His proof based on over
20,000 daughters shows an
impressive protein production
greatly further improving
in the later lactations. The
desired maturity. Amazing
that so little attention is
being paid worldwide to this
characteristic. What happens
in later lactations? Bertil is a
very interesting sire of sons
as he is free of O Man, Shottle
and Goldwyn blood and so
refreshes breeding.
One of his best sons appears
to be Aurora Jeroen. As a son
of O Man daughter Aurora
Frisia 5 VG85 with a lifetime
production of over 70.000kg
with 3.7% protein, he is a
maternal brother to the very
popular Aurora Ormsby.

The granddam of these two
brothers is Aurora Frisia 2
VG89 (by Jocko Besne) with
also a lifetime production
of over 70.000kg with 3.7%
protein.
Her maternal sister Aurora
Frisia 3 VG86 (by O Man) is
still adding to her total of
84.000kg with 3.5% protein.
This specific lifetime power
is possibly inherited from
their dam and thus Jeroen’s
great-granddam Aurora
Frisia VG85 by the famous
lifetime transmitter Delta
Lava, sire of more than 300
hunderd ton daughters.
Indeed it is all in the family.
Lifetime production and late
maturance are as a fixed
pattern in Jeroen’s pedigree.
He stamps his daughters
(166) with very good milk
production (+1156kg) and
really excellent fat and
protein contents resulting in
a top transmission of +125
kg fat and protein. They are
of average size with well
attached udders and sound
legs and feet. More over
the cell count (106) assures
good udder health while
the easy births make him
most suitable as a breeding
sire for yearling heifers.
Although they may not be
show winners for not being
extremely tall they are
certainly the type of cows
guaranteeing today’s dairy
farmer to be still in business
ten years from now.

Production index
kg
rpty milk
78
+1156

%
fat
+0,20

%
prot.
+0,17

kg
fat
+69

kg
prot.
+56

Inet*
€397

longevity
+168

NVI
+239

calf
ease fertility
106
102

*milkmoney in euros

Conformation
frame
robustness
udder
feet & legs
total score

106
108
106
106
108
96

100

106
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cell
counts
106

112
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Dutch farm visit

On average almost 900 kg
fat and protein per cow
Wim van de Venne is a top-notch producer of milk components.
His milking cows are among the best producers in the Netherlands
averaging almost 900 kg fat and protein. Or, in other words,
an economic top result per cow.

At 10,581kg of milk per cow

per lactation, 47-year-old Wim
van de Venne is considerably
above the Dutch average.
There are dairymen who
produce even more kilos of
milk, up to almost 12,500kg,
but it’s not a question of
liters. The percentages of
fat and protein, that’s what
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the milk processing industry
is all about. And in this
field the entrepreneur from
the province of Limburg
is a star at 4.73% fat and
3.74% protein, or 500kg fat
and 396kg protein. This is
substantially more than the
HF black & white average of
4.27% fat and 3.46% protein

(374kg fat and 303kg protein).
A Dutch average, incidentally,
that is admired the world over.

Milking robot

The many kilos of fat and
protein of his 60 dairy cows
in December generated a
lot of money at a top milk
price of 53 eurocents per kg.

The Netherlands expresses
that revenue in an economic
annual result. Wim van de
Venne ranks in the top 5 of
the country.
To him, this success came
unexpectedly, because he had
expected the percentages to
drop after he had introduced
the milking robot, now three
years ago. However, that
did not happen. Thanks to
the robot (with 2.8 milkings
per cow per day) production
did increase considerably by
1,600kg per lactation, but the
percentages remained quite
nicely intact. A matter of good
forage, the dairyman reckons,
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Wim van de Venne has been
milking his cows with a robot
for three years now. The number
of liters went up while the
percentages stayed level

immediately adding that the
factor of good luck clearly
weighs in too. The cows are
fed a ration consisting of
forage (grass and corn) plus
22 to 23kg of concentrates per
100kg milk and 5 to 6kg wet
beet pulp per day. Since he
has started milking with the
DeLaval robot, forage intake
has increased substantially.

“Forage needs to be palatable
with sugars, but not too much.
That makes cows lazy and
gives them a saturated feeling.
In that sense cows are just
like people,” the dairyman
explains. On his 37 hectares
of land, Wim van de Venne
tries to harvest grass and corn
testing at least 1,000 VEM. He
exchanges land with a rhubarb
grower and as a result the
majority of his grassland is not
older than four to five years.
This prevents low quality feed
and open spots.

Higher percentages yet

The components are high, but
the dairyman wants more: 5%
fat and 4% protein combined
with a high production level
is what he aims at. “This
may seem hard to achieve,
but you always have to set
yourself aggressive goals,”
says Van de Venne. He takes
the folder with cow data and
points out several cows that

Labelle daughter Jacoba 7 produced in 4,044 days 127,151kg milk
with 4.32% fat en 3.57% protein (total 10,038kg fat and protein).
In her last lactation she produced in 590 days 14,405 kg milk
with 4.40 % fat en 3.63 % protein

already combine these high
percentages with lots of milk.
“Look,” he says, pointing out
a Kian daughter, “as a third
calver she is projected on
5.4% fat and 4.5% protein. She
shows that it is possible.”
It is logical that in breeding
his focus is on the percentages,
and protein in particular. And
due to its correlation fat moves
up simultaneously. With some
exceptions he chooses bulls
with a plus for protein like
Kian, Kodak, Camion and
Redman for red & white, and
Atlantic, Titanium, Astro and
Persuader for black & white.
Fiction, a black & white bull
with the red factor is an
exception. Factors like latematurity, lots of milk and very
easy-to-manage, healthy and
not too large cows were the
decisive factor here. In
addition, the bull needs to
transmit good milk production
as well as good type, preferably
over 104 for overall type. “Legs
are very important, but the
udder is no less so. When you
milk with a robot you become
very critical of udders,” the
dairyman indicates. He wants
to avoid teats that are placed
too closely together as well as
a ligament that is too strong
otherwise the cluster will not
attach well.
Wim van de Venne picks bulls
from the bull chart that have a
positive note for milking robot
suitability. A trait he recently
started paying more attention
to is udder health. “Breeding
can play a favorable role here,”
he says. Not that he has major
problems in this field. His cell
count of 90,000 is considerably
lower than the Dutch average.
Strict regulations in order to
reduce antibiotics use make it
necessary to breed cows with
healthy udders. Preventive
antibiotics use is virtually not
allowed anymore.

B&W HF too angular

He has a mix of red & white
and black & white HF cows in
his herd. They are kept inside
all year. For some time he only
had black & whites, but that is
not his cow of choice. “Those

cows are too angular to my
liking. In my opinion they are
too frail. You get the idea they
are constantly being pushed
to their limits,” the dairyman
explains. He prefers cows with
a tiny bit more muscularity
and looking somewhat
stronger. These certainly
don’t need to be show cows.
“There’s nothing for me at
shows.”
In his opinion the ideal cow
is not too big, is healthy and
easy-going, with an udder
that is well suited for the
milking robot. He expects at
least 10,000kg per lactation
from each milk producer.
“With at least 5 percent fat
and 4 percent protein,” he says
repeating his ambitious goal.
Wim van de Venne does not
require gigantic daily yields.
“There are cows that peak at
60kg milk per day. After that
they often drop in production
sharply. I prefer cows that
produce 46,47kg per day and
then hold on to this level for
a long time. That is much
better,” he explains. In his
opinion, cows producing 60kg
per day with low percentages
have a harder time than cows
producing 45kg with high
percentages. Furthermore,
the dairyman attaches
importance to late-maturity:
two-year-olds that don’t
give a high production too
fast, but constantly improve
their production with each
lactation. So far this approach
has given him five cows with
a production total of more
than 100,000kg of milk, and
one – a Labelle daughter – that
has reached the milestone of
10,000kg fat and protein.

Not a moment of regret

From a young age he has been
‘crazy about cows’. Initially
he was employed by breeding
organization CRV, where he
was working on breeding
value estimations, but since
1997 he has been a full-time
dairyman. “I never had a
moment of regret. There is
nothing better than working
with cows.” And he does so
with great success. l
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Black-and-white indexes

Jeroen and Bertoli excel in
black-and-white ranking
Bertil sons are the stars of the latest black
& white index release. Aurora Jeroen and
De Biesheuvel Bertoli both underline the
importance of strong cow families.
longevity of +778 days
(meaning his daughters stay
in the herd more than a year
longer than average). He
breeds healthy cows with 105
for udder health (cell count)
and 107 for hoof health. Add
to this the total score of 113

Table 1 tThe top 13 of the December indexes of available black & white
sires sampled in the Netherlands (source GES, December, 2013)

picture 1

picture 2

name
Delta Atlantic
Heuvel Suarez
Newhouse Banker
Delta Persuader
Aurora Jeroen
Newhouse Gofast
Delta Astro
Delta Brilliant
Slotboom’s Pilot
Delta Ammo
Het Broek Silky

kg
kg
sire
milk+ fat+
Ramos
523
10
O Man
–39
27
Goldwyn
486
23
Mascol
640
1
Bertil
1156
69
Goldwyn
391
18
Goldwyn
709
50
Goldwyn
948
44
Mascol
653
22
Goldwyn
1094
33
Mascol
1037
15

kg
prot.+
31
17
18
26
56
16
33
34
22
30
18

Inet+
161
146
126
113
397
108
254
238
139
190
142

total
DU score
778
113
555
111
489
113
694
106
168
108
342
116
249
114
296
113
568
111
556
109
776
107

Sons supersede Bertil

NVI
301
250
242
240
239
235
234
230
230
222
220

In the new index release most
attention goes to the sons of
Beekmanshoeve Bertil (Willis x
Jocko). This heavily used bull
is strong for protein (+0.14%),
udder health (104), and hoof
health (104) and also transmits
a considerable amount of milk
(+861kg milk) and nice type
(105 total score). Remarkable
is his late-maturity. From first
to third lactation, the plus

picture 2 Koba 331 (s. Persuader), 3.01 in 327 days
11,267kg milk, 3.41% fat, 3.49% protein

Alex Arkink

picture 1
Tinie 365 (s. Atlantic), 2.00 in 129 days
4,259kg milk, 3.66% fat, 3.30% protein
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for kg protein of his daughters
increases from 42 to 50kg.
His sons supersede their sire,
with the combination of Bertil
x O Man being particularly
successful. Aurora Jeroen is the
highest ranking son at 239 NVI.
He excels for milk production
with a plus of 1156kg milk
along with considerable plusses
for the percentages (+0.20%
fat and +0.17% protein). This
results in +69kg fat and +56kg
protein as well as 397 euro
extra milk revenues (Inet) in
the Netherlands. There are not
many bulls that can match this.
In addition, Jeroen contributes
to udder health with a nice
score of 103 and strongly
improves hoof health thanks to
a score of 108. And to complete
the picture, Jeroen has an
outstanding type proof with 106
for both udders and feet & legs.
De Biesheuvel Bertoli does
measure up to Jeroen. At 236
points he has a comparable NVI.
His proof numbers are equally
impressive with +824kg milk
and super percentages: +0.22%
fat and no less than +0.28%
protein resulting in a total of
+109kg fat and protein and

Alger Meekma

D

elta Atlantic (Ramos x O Man)
continues to proudly lead the
Dutch/Flemish bull ranking.
Atlantic is an outstanding bull
doing well to very well across
the board. A plus for protein
(+0.15%), a milk proof of
+523kg as well as fantastic

for type (109 udder, 110 legs)
and it is clear this is a very
complete elite bull. He easily
holds his ground at the top of
the NVI ranking at 301 points.
He is the first and only one
ever to exceed 300 points.
Heuvel Suarez (O Man x Cello)
commendably holds his Nr.2
position at 250 points of NVI.
He is an outstanding grassland
bull with plusses in the
percentages (+0.35% fat and
+0.22% protein), a very high
udder composite (111), and
nice numbers for udder health
(103) and hoof health (105). His
daughters are not too big (103),
which is something grassland
herds prefer.
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5BCMFt5IFUPQBWBJMBCMF
CMBDLXIJUF sires ranked on
kg milk (GES, December 2013)

5BCMFt5IFUPQBWBJMBCMF
CMBDLXIJUF sires ranked on
feet & legs (GES, December 2013)

5BCMFt5IFUPQBWBJMBCMF
CMBDLXIJUF sires ranked on
total score (GES, December 2013)

5BCMFt5IFUPQBWBJMBCMF
CMBDLXIJUF sires ranked on
kg protein (GES, December 2013)

name
Delta Scarlet
Klassic Labron
Skalsumer Blitz
Ladys-Manor Omen
Lowlands Upgrade
De Biesheuvel Benneton
De Biesheuvel Sunrise
Delta Malaga

name
Dome’s Navarro
Delta Atlantic
Delta Persuader
Delta Malaga
Newhouse Banker
Delta Paramount
Newhouse Gofast
Delta Brilliant
Heuvel Suarez
Slotboom’s Pilot

name
Newhouse Gofast
Delta Astro
Delta Atlantic
Newhouse Banker
Delta Brilliant
Delta Ambrose
Ziedieker Dairymaster
Lowlands Upgrade

name
Skalsumer Blitz
De Biesheuvel Sunrise
De Biesheuvel Summit
Aurora Jeroen
Lowlands Upgrade
Ladys-Manor Omen
Klassic Labron
Woudhoeve 1042 Impuls

an Inet of 386 euro extra milk
revenues in the Netherlands.
Another strong plus is his health
at 105 for udder health, 104 for
hoof health, and a rating of 108
for udders.
Newhouse Ubrox is the
third representative of the
combination of Bertil x
O Man and has an NVI of
197 points. The milk proof is
satisfactory at +274kg, which
he combines with high ratings
for percentages (+0.35% fat and
+0.17% protein), udder health
(105), hoof health (106), and a
rating of 108 for udders. Ubrox
is a bull to keep an eye on as
well.

Recognized cow families

These three bulls have in
common that they originate
from recognized cow families,
that earlier have produced
various prominent bulls that
are in the bull ranking. Jeroen
is a maternal brother to Aurora
Ormsby (Shottle x O Man) who
has +1025kg milk and 110 for

sire feet & legs
Mascol
113
Ramos
110
Mascol
110
Jordan
108
Goldwyn
108
Jocko
108
Goldwyn
108
Goldwyn
108
O Man
108
Mascol
107

udders. Ubrox is a maternal
brother to Newhouse Gofast
(Goldwyn x O Man) at 115
udders and 116 for overall type.
Bertoli is a maternal brother to
De Biesheuvel Sunrise (Jardin x
O Man) with +1481kg milk and
+58kg protein.
Another such great sire of sons
is Paramount (Jocko x Fatal), a
global top bull having produced
more than 1 million units of
semen. As a sire of sons he is
extremely well represented in
the index ranking. His sons are
following in his footsteps with
a phenomenal combination
of a super milk proof and
outstanding type, especially
udders. Lowlands Upgrade
(mgs. Dustin) is the top ranking
son at 216 NVI points and
+1794kg milk, +51kg protein
and a score of 114 for udders.
Vero Passion (mgs. O Man), with
an NVI of 210 points, reaches
almost 2,000 kg milk (+1966kg)
with 109 for udders and 104 for

udder health. Delta Ambrose
(mgs. Goldwyn) emerges with
+1112kg milk, a plus of 0.03%
for protein and a score of 114
for udders. Paramount son
Skalsumer Blitz (mgs. O Man),
the best debutant of the
previous index release, takes
a step back to 217 NVI points.
He attracts the attention with
no less than +2080kg milk,
+115kg fat and protein, 104
for hoof health, and 105 for
legs.

Influence of Mascol

A third sire of sons with lots of
influence in the Netherlands is
Mascol (Mtoto x Rudolph), who
is represented in the ranking
by a number of strong sons.
Delta Persuader (mgs. Dustin)
is such a high-ranking son at
240 NVI. He is one of those
bulls that does well across the
board: nice milk production
at +640kg, +0.04% fat, 694
extra days of longevity, no
less than 108 for udder health,
105 for hoof health, 105 for

name
Delta Atlantic
Het Broek Silky
Delta Malaga
Big Winner
Delta Persuader

picture 3

sire
longevity
Ramos
778
Mascol
776
Jordan
736
Win 395
697
Mascol
694

picture 4

The sires listed in the tables are owned by
AI-organizations that participate in Veepro Holland
(CRV/Holland Genetics, KI Kampen). Sires whose
semen is not available for export are not listed.

calving ease, and 110 for feet
& legs. It is not surprising that
Persuader is very popular. The
same goes for Slotboom’s Pilot
(mgs. Jocko), who combines
+653kg milk and +568 days
longevity with 110 for udders,
103 for udder health, 105 for
hoof health, and 105 for calving
ease. Het Broek Silky (his mgs.
also is Jocko) has a strong plus
for milk production at +1037kg
as well as +776 days longevity,
111 for udder health and 109
for udders. l

picture 4
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sire kg prot.+
Paramount
59
Jardin
58
Mascol
58
Bertil
56
Paramount
51
O Man
49
O Man
48
O Man
42
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Els Korsten

picture 3
Moniek 201 (s. Upgrade), 2.09 in 351 days
13,342kg milk, 3.73% fat, 3.54% protein

sire total score
Goldwyn
116
Goldwyn
114
Ramos
113
Goldwyn
113
Goldwyn
113
Paramount
113
Survivor
113
Paramount
112

Alger Meekma

sire kg milk+
Canvas
2581
O Man
2182
Paramount 2080
O Man
1986
Paramount 1794
Support
1592
Jardin
1481
Jordan
1480

15
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Barendonk Brasilera 12 (s. Classic), 3.00 in 343 days, 9,486kg milk, 3.79% fat, 3.47% protein
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dairy management

Rearing young stock correctly
is the key to profitability
Raising calves and heifers falls short on many farms. It often receives insufficient attention,
even though there is a lot to be gained in this area. Each calf that can develop into a strong,
productive dairy cow is pure profit. Top quality care from the first minute is required.
Four factors are of vital importance when raising young stock: the calving process, feeding,
hygiene, and housing. If these four are well taken care of, there is a good chance that a calf will
mature into a fully fledged dairy cow. That is what farms are aiming for.
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1. The calving process
The calving process is the
first moment in which the
farmer/entrepreneur can
exert influence on attaining
a healthy calf and avoiding
disease. Actually, it is the
second moment, because at
the time of insemination,
already with the sire choice,
a step can be made towards a
viable calf and an easy birth
(see text box on breeding tips).
About four days before
calving, try to put the cow
in a special maternity area:
a portion of the barn or the
outside area bedded with a

thick layer of straw. The area
needs to provide a minimum
of 8 to 10 square meters per
cow. A number of cows in
the maternity pen is not a
problem, as long as there is
sufficient room.
The calving process itself does
require care. This involves
hygiene (cleaning and extra
clean straw) and having
supplies readily available
(pails, disinfectant, lubricant,
ropes/chains for pulling). If
the cow passes manure, lay a
piece of plastic and straw on
top so that the calf does not

2. Feeding
Colostrum, colostrum, and
more colostrum. Nothing
is as important for a calf
in the first few days as
colostrum. It contains all of
the antibodies that protect
the calf from illnesses. A
recently born animal needs a
few days in order to develop
its own immunity system.
The first 24 hours are critical
since the intestines of the
calf are permeable to the
antibodies of the cow. The
colostrum should be fed as
soon as possible, as often as
possible, and also as much
as possible. The stomach of
the calf cannot digest more
than 2 litres on the first day.
In practice, by no means
everyone can provide feeding
regularly throughout that
first day. Try to feed the calf
four to five times in those
first 24 hours.
In any case, the calf needs
to drink the first portion
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within the first three hours
after birth. Begin with 1 to
2 litres that first day. After
that, provide colostrum
twice a day. Increase the
amount by one litre per day
up to finally 6 to 8 litres at
the end of the colostrum
period of six to eight days.
It does not necessarily have
to be colostrum from the
calf’s own dam. It could
also be frozen colostrum. In
various countries, dehydrated
colostrum is also available.
All good, as long as the calf
receives enough colostrum. It
is the most important means
of preventing calf scours.
Colostrum is followed by
whole milk or milk replacer.
Milk replacer in sweet or
acidic form is preferred, as
it contains extra ingredients
such as minerals and vitamins
so that the calf receives
the necessary nutrients in
the correct amounts. Give

come into contact with the
manure.
Check whether the calf is
properly positioned, with
the legs and head presenting
first. If not, then assistance
is certainly required and a
veterinarian may need to
be called. Immediately after
calving, remove the slime
from the nasal tract and clean
and dry off the calf with
straw or a towel. Licking by
the cow is also good. About an
hour and a half after calving,
the calf can stand and the
navel can be disinfected.

unlimited amounts in the
automatic feeder or feeding
pails. Make sure that the
nipple is placed at the correct
angle. With unlimited feeding,
the calf is not hungry for
portions of the day and thus
grows better. An animal will
drink about 10 litres of milk
daily plus water. Providing
access to water 24 hours per
day is also important.
Make sure there is sufficient
dry matter in the milk
replacer. Ideally, 12 to 13
percent dry matter (fat,
protein, lactose), except in a
winter period. In that case,
increase the dry matter
component gradually to a
maximum of 16 percent, if
necessary.
In a period of three weeks
after birth, the calf develops
a digestive system so that
it can also consume dry
feeds (hay, concentrates, and
silage). Hay is the best for
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3. Hygiene
In every phase of rearing,
hygiene is extremely
important. This begins with
calving (described at point
1), but continues in the
subsequent stages of growth.
While with feeding, the key
word is colostrum, with
hygiene, it is clean. Clean the
feeding pails, clean the wheel
burrow in which the calf is
transported after calving,
clean the igloos or single pens
where the calf is housed, clean
the automatic feeder regularly,
remove manure from the pen
regularly, etc.

rumen development. Straw is
also fed sometimes, but that
does not have much nutritive
value. The earlier a calf
learns to digest solid food, the
better.
In the course of a few weeks,
gradually reduce the amount
of milk replacer, until only
solid feed is given. As a
guideline, that usually is
when the calf weighs around
80kg (at about 10 weeks of

Also ensure smart walking
lines, so that there is no
cross-contamination possible
from the dairy cows to the
calves. Micro-organisms of
the milking cows are the most
important causes of disease
in calves and heifers. For that
reason, always walk from
young to old, not vice versa,
and disinfect boots or other
footwear when transitioning
from one age group to the next.
Also in the calf area, apply the
formula from young to old.
First feed the very youngest
and then those next in age.

age). The chest circumference
also needs to be sufficient:
a minimum of 95cm. Don’t
start weaning from milk
until the calf is consuming
at least 1.5kg of concentrate.
Feed solids are important,
since they can get the cud
chewing going. Also provide
muesli with water once in a
while: very favourable for the
development of the rumen.
After weaning, the calf needs

Correct
temperature
Pay attention to the correct
temperature for the colostrum.
That is also true later for
sweet milk replacer. For
both, a temperature of
35° to 40° Celsius is ideal.
Acidic milk replacer can be
fed at a significantly lower
temperature: 15° to 20° Celsius.
Prepare the milk replacer at
a temperature of 45° to 65°
Celsius and then let it cool
before feeding.

to receive a well-balanced
ration.
When measuring the
animal, it is possible to
evaluate how well it has
been fed (see chart). At
least twice a year, the
chest circumference
should be measured to
determine whether the
calf/heifer is developing
well. The ideal is to weigh
the animals regularly.

Table 1 • Measuring the calf (the chest circumference and the rump height) is a good indication
to see if the weight is right (source: Veepro Holland, PTC+)

at birth
at weaning
at 6 months old
at 12 months old
time of breeding
at 18 months of age
after calving
as a mature cow
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% of
mature
weight
6
12
26,5
50
55-60
68
85
100

live
weight
(kg)

41
82
180
340
375-408
460
580
680

chest
circumference
(cm)
—
—
129
161
168-174
182
197
212

rump
height
(cm)

—
—
108
126
130-133
135
144
—

average
growth
per day (g)
—
—
700-800
800-850
675-725
600-650
—
—

Mortality
and disease
Calves are quickly susceptible
to disease. Mortality rates
are high. Within the first 24
hours, about 9% of calves die
(this includes those that were
stillborn). Of those, heifer
calves have the greatest
chance of calf mortality: 14%.
After the first 24 hours,
another 3% of the calves
die from disease. Scours
and respiratory diseases
are the most common. With
scours, timely diagnosis
and treatment (to prevent
dehydration) are essential.
Between three and four
months, calves are the most
susceptible to pneumonia.
The farmer needs to be
particularly attentive to those
infections, so that they can be
adequately treated. Research
shows that calves housed in
smaller groups in a pen, with
a thick layer of straw, have
the fewest respiratory issues.
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4. Housing
A calf is a social animal,
but for the first two weeks,
individual housing is the best
to prevent contamination.
Calves are often housed in
a single hutch or igloo with
outside walk space. Provide
straw and shelter from draft,
rain, and cold and provide a
roof above the outside space.
Do not place the pens with
the opening towards the
wind.
The next step after 10 to 14
days is housing in a group.
Before that, it is beneficial
to have the calf share a pen

with a partner for a few
days. This prevents the
calf from having problems
adjusting to being in a group
and as a result drinking
too little or not at all,
with the risk of digression
and disease. In a group,
preferably of eight calves,
the calves need to have some
play items, in addition to
sufficient straw. Think about
a skippy ball or a thick rope.
This prevents stress and
sucking on the teats from
group mates. Housing them
together in a group results

in healthier calves, with an
increased feed intake.
Once the calves have
switched over entirely to
forage, they can move to
the cow barn. Here they
should be housed separately
from the milking cows. This
transition usually happens at
around three months of age,
but can also take place later.
After successful breeding, the
heifers can be mixed with
the milking cows, or they can
remain in a separate group.
This marks the end of heifer
rearing.

Rearing time line
When rearing young stock, the calves go through various stages that require
attention.
Table 2 • Timeline for rearing young stock

time line
birth
colostrum period
milk period
weaning/forage
growth period young heifer
insemination
pregnancy
calving/start heifer period

Breeding can help
Rearing actually begins at a very early stage
already, with sire selection. To increase the
likelihood of a viable calf, one can select on
the sire trait of viability. This means that that
particular bull transmits more calves that are
heading for a healthy life.
Calving ease, too, is a good indicator to finally
get a calf that can grow into a full-fledged
dairy cow. Especially for virgin heifers, it is
important to select a bull that has a high score
for calving ease, preferably 108 or more.
A second important choice is the question
of whether you want to have a male or a
female calf. With sexed semen, that choice
can be influenced. Even though sexed semen
is more expensive, the additional cost can be
quickly recovered by the entrepreneur when
he actually receives the heifer calf he wants.
According to Dutch figures, that is the case in
91 to 92% of births.
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0 days
from 0-3 days
from 3 days-8 weeks
from 2-4 months
from 4-15 months
at approx. 14 months*
between approx. 14-23 months
at 23-24 months

* This reflects the ideal situation. In practice, the period from insemination to
calving often is two to three months later.

Veepro Dairy Management
is a supplement to
Veepro Magazine.
It contains articles, tips
and advice aimed at the
management of dairy
farms.
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